Further Examples of Best Practice
Inclusion of Companies in Professional Orientation
ORGANISATION 5 – DER [MICRO] ELECTRONIC CLUSTER THE [MICRO] ELECTRONIC
CLUSTER WWW.ME2C.AT Innovation made in Carinthia The me2c — [micro] electronic cluster is a
network for companies specialized in microelectronics, electronics and mechatronics. The cluster currently
consists of 42 partner companies, including internationally operating global players as well as small and
medium-sized companies from the areas of R&D, production, education and science. Even though some
member companies are from beyond the borders of the southernmost region, the cluster is clearly
focused on the area of Carinthia. The — [micro] electronic cluster is an important reference for the high
technological skills to be found in Carinthia. Cooperation creates innovation The me2c — [micro]
electronic cluster provides access to a broad platform of information and contacts for its partners. It acts
as the central platform where cooperation emerges and projects are initiated. Frequently, the personal
exchange of experiences between the member companies is the basis for new business ideas and
cooperation projects. Moreover, the cluster opens up the opportunity to profit from incentives more easily
– especially for large cooperation projects. Qualification All cluster-activities are targeted towards a
strengthening of the member companies’ skills. More specifically, me2c — [micro] electronic cluster offers
joint training programs for employees. SELECT PROJECTS / PROGRAMMES einfach TECHNIK
„Einblicke in Deine Zukunft in technischen Berufen“ Simply Technology ‘A Peek into Your
Professional Future‘ Brochure published 11/2012 to market technical professions in Carinthia (includes, for
example, information on cluster partners and their respective HR contacts as well as educational
opportunities for young people in technical fields).

ORGANISATION 6 – LANDESREGIERUNG KÄRNTEN GOVERNMENT OF CARINTHIA
FRAUENREFERAT WWW.FRAUEN.KTN.GV.AT / KÄRNTEN VOLLER ENERGIE
WWW.ENERGIE.KTN.GV.AT SELECT PROJECTS / PROGRAMMES Girls’ Day Austria
http://www.bka.gv.at/site/6824/default.aspx What is Girls' Day? The idea for a Girls' Day, or a
daughters’ day, originated in the USA. Every year, since 1993, students have visited their parents,
relations or acquaintances at their work places on the ‘Take our daughters to work’ day, to get an
impression of what their jobs are like. Over the past few years, this idea of job shadowing has
increasingly caught on in Europe. In Austria, some of the federal states have organised Girls' and/or
Daughters’ Days since 2001. The idea is to promote a trend reversal in the career choice of girls and to
alter their perspective on the world of work. The format of Girls' Day is that of an integrative action day
with the focus on intensely hands-on and experience-oriented in addition to emotional access, which is
designed to encourage girls to conquer new occupational areas. What is the idea behind Girls' Day?
The period prior to attaining statutory school qualifications is the first important interface as regards
further training and career choice. Many girls continue to opt for ‘typically female’ careers. As a result,
fifty per cent of working girls and young women are to be found in not more than three service sectors:
commerce, the health and social sector and the hotel and catering sector. By comparison, the
percentage of girls taking up jobs in trades and crafts or engineering is still extremely limited. In
Austria and in Germany, girls are scarcely represented in trades and engineering, failing to use their full
career potential, because of diverse social and structural factors. Enterprises, on the other hand, stand in
growing need of qualified entrants, especially in the fields of engineering and in related occupations.
Frequently, what girls lack is information and support, when it comes to making their choice from across
the entire career spectrum, and to selecting the job that would correspond to their interests and talents,
and which they would enjoy doing. The objectives of Girls' Day are... to change the lopsided career
planning of girls and to arouse their interest in careers in engineering and future-oriented jobs; to draw
the attention of enterprises to the potential of girls; to sensitise parents and the general public to the fact
that the demand for girls in traditionally male-dominated jobs is constantly rising. Girls' Day is intended to
offer girls the opportunity to become aware of the full spectrum of options at their disposal and as a
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consequence to widen the range of their career choices to include areas beyond traditional role models. It
is important to note that the information girls get about new career options is not merely theoretical acquired in talks with experts: On Girls' Day they also get the opportunity to become actively involved in
the tasks of a typical working day, they are free to experiment, thus strengthening their self-confidence
and trust in their own skills. Girls Go Green http://www.energie.ktn.gv.at/green-jobs Girls Go Green is a
programme specifically designed for Carinthian women aged 16 to 24 to encourage them to enter a
technical profession. Every summer 10 to 15 ‘Green Girls’ take part in a four-to-eight-week internship in
the field of environmental technology, climate protection or renewable energy.

